
Salvage mastecomy for locally advancer breast cancers 

Recent reports have also documented the effectiveness of SSM plus IBR for locally advanced disease. These 

studies showed complication rates comparable to those of a similar group of patients who did not undergo IBR. 

In addition, these studies found no significant differences in local relapse or distant metastasis rates for 

patients receiving IBR for locally advanced disease in comparison with patients without immediate 

reconstruction. Last, overall survival and disease-free survival may not be affected by IBR for T1-T3 tumors in 

comparison with mastectomy alone. Adjuvant therapy is another concern regarding IBR. The international 

guidelines have extended the indications for chemotherapy (CT) to include early breast cancers in addition to 

locally advanced cancers.  It is now acknowledged that when SSM plus IBR is the primary treatment, it does not 

delay the start of CT. On the other hand, randomized studies have demonstrated the usefulness of 

postmastectomy radiotherapy (PMRT) to decrease local recurrence and increase survival for patients with 

positive axillary lymph nodes . This situation has increased the complexity of planning for IBR for invasive 

cancers.  Our study compares the feasibility, oncological safety and esthetic outcome of  SSM plus latissimus 

dorsi (LD) flap immediate breast IBR after chemotherapy (CT) and radiotherapy (RT) for invasive breast cancer 

and the standard management with mastectomy as primary treatment, adjuvant CT and RT, versus LD flap 

delayed breast reconstruction (DBR). Twenty-six selected patients with stages IIA-IIIA breast cancer were 

offered post-neoadjuvant SSM plus IBR with LD flap plus implant (IBR group). Seventy-eight other patients had 

primary mastectomy, adjuvant CT and RT, and LD-assisted delayed breast reconstruction (DBR group). After 4.1 

years (range 1-8) of follow-up, feasibility, oncological safety and esthetic outcome were compared. Sixteen 

(61%) early complications were reported for the IBR group versus 44 (56%) for the DBR group (P = 0.645). Early 

implant loss was 0% in IBR versus 12% in DBR. IBR had 8 (30%) late complications versus 17 (21%) for DBR (P = 

0.362). Capsular contracture and reconstruction failure rates were similar. Local recurrence was 7.7% (2/26) in 

IBR and 6.4% (5/78) in DBR (P = 0.823). Cosmetic evaluation by independent physicians and by the patients 

themselves was identical in the two groups. Conclusion Our concept provides a basis for offering more women 

the opportunity to elect for immediate reconstruction, even in the setting of radiation therapy. 

 

 



 

MCQ 

1- About LABC management what is the good response 

A. Radiation therapy is not usefull to increase local control 

B. CT allow breast conservation in most cases 

C. Mastectomy plus immediate reconstruction have not be evaluated regarding recurrence rates 

D. Local recurrence is independent on mastectomy technique 

2- Post mastectomy radiation therapy 

A- increase post operative complications in case of implant reconstruction 

B- decrease implant loss rate in case of implant reconstruction 

C- Is contra indicated in case of autolugus reconstruction 

D- Need to be canceled in case of implant reconstruction 

3- Post radiation therapy breast reconstrcuction 

A- have higher complication rates than delayed breast reconstruction 

B- have same complication rate than delayed breast reconstruction 

C- have same cosmectic results than delayed breast reconstruction 

D- is a feasible option for LABC management 

 

 


